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Abstract. Dealing with variability in open-ended environments requires
robots to adapt themselves according to the perceived situation in or-
der to achieve the required quality of service (defined in terms of safety,
performance or energy consumption, among other criteria). In this sense,
context awareness and runtime self-adaptation allows moving autonomous
robot navigation one step forward. The ambition of the MIRoN Project
was to provide a complete framework enabling designers to endow robots
with the ability of self-adapting their course of action at runtime, ac-
cording to the external and internal context information available. Our
proposal relies on the systematic use of models for dynamically reconfig-
uring the robot behavior, defined in terms of Behavior Trees, according
to the runtime prediction and estimation of quality of service metrics
based on system-level non-functional properties.

1 Problem statement

Designing robots capable of operating autonomously in changing and unstruc-
tured environments, requires using complex software architectures in which, typ-
ically, robot engineers hard-code adaptation mechanisms allowing the robot to
deal with certain situations, somehow easy to predict at design-time. As adap-
tation is closely related with context monitoring, deliberation and actuation, its
implementation typically spreads across several architecture components. Quite
frequently, the adaptation logic needs to be adjusted or extended (e.g., to cope
with new contingencies not even foreseen at design-time), which results in a very
expensive and cumbersome process. MIRoN aims at helping robot engineers deal
with these issues, as detailed in the following section.
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2 Proposed solution

The MIRoN Project has developed a complete framework [2] aimed at endowing
robots with context-awareness [7][8] and self-adaptation [6] capabilities.

At design-time, this framework supports the modelling of (i) variation points,
which determine the decision space of the adaptation process (i.e. what can be
adjusted). Variation points are linked at design-time to specific robot parame-
ters (e.g. velocity) or behaviours (e.g. tasks and skills), the later specified using
Behaviour Tree (BT) models [1] (see Figure 1); (ii) contextual information,
mainly expressed in terms of the QoS metrics provided by RoQME [3][5]; and
(iii) adaptation rules, explicating how to configure each variation point ac-
cording to the situation perceived by the robot at runtime to optimise relevant
non-functional properties (NFP) such as safety, performance, or energy con-
sumption, among others [4].

The MIRoN, RoQME, and BT models developed at design-time (see Fig-
ure 1) are used to automatically generate the context-awareness and self-adapta-
tion infrastructure to be executed by the robot at runtime (see Figure 2).

Fig. 1. [Top] Models involved in the process: a RoQME and a MIRoN model and several
BT models (nominal and variants). [Bottom] Extended BT model generated by weaving
the BT variants in the nominal BT model according to the MIRoN specification.
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Fig. 2. MIRoN software architecture: main components and interactions.

This infrastructure gathers together the following main components: (1) a QoS
Provider that continuously monitors the internal and external contextual in-
formation provided by the robot’s perceptive modules and estimates the evo-
lution of the QoS metrics defined on different NFP; (2) a Self-Adaptation
Engine that, taking into account the metrics provided by the previous compo-
nent, decides when and how to adapt the robot behaviour by re-configuring some
parameters or by recommending how to modify the robot course of action; and
(3) a BT Executor that, taking into account the previous recommendations, se-
lects the best branch possible within the robot BT, and sends the corresponding
task to the robot Navigation Stack to be executed next.

3 Project outcomes

All the outcomes of the MIRoN Project are available at [2], including the RoQME
and MIRoN modelling tools and code generators (available as open source soft-
ware), their associated documentation, and some additional dissemination ma-
terial, including some demonstration videos.
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